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IN THESE times, the overpaid fat-cat in the corner office makes a barn door of a target.
Particularly in the financial services sector, where even at those companies bailed out by the
taxpayer, senior executives have been quick to return to obscene bonuses, often coupled with
poor performance. To add insult, such behaviour is justified by the alleged need to “let the
markets decide” or to ensure that talent is “justly rewarded”.
Typically, sanctimoniousness at the top comes with a veiled threat to pack up and head
abroad if the government even thinks about reining them in. Understandable, then, that
many feel fury at such a sense of entitlement and enrichment, and that sensible discussion
tends to evaporate in a flare of mass indignation.
Understandable but ultimately unsustainable. Such populist anger risks taking down innocent
entrepreneurs and financial firms as the blunt instrument of regulation is wielded. More
reasoned debate about the issue of excessive executive pay is needed. This is David
Bolchover’s ambition in his highly readable and punchy polemic.
At the outset, Mr Bolchover, who worked for many years in the insurance industry before
becoming a journalist, lays it out: he wishes to drag the debate “away from the traditional,
over-familiar ding-dong, with one side harping on about greed and inequality, and the other
accusing us of naivety for even daring to question the workings of the market.” He succeeds,
to an extent. But it is the latter argument he turns his guns on; believers in the first line of
argument are likely to warm to his stance, even though Mr Bolchover himself is a passionate
free-marketer, who warns against “[throwing] out the free market baby with the dirty
bathwater of excessive pay”. This is not “Das Kapital”, but an argument for the saving of
capitalism.
No talent required
There is no envy and little I-told-you-so. Simply put, Mr Bolchover’s case is that the ideas
that it takes “talent” to rise high in the world of financial services, and that “excessive” pay is
simply a just (and market-generated) way to reward and retain that talent, are two parts of
one giant con. Piece by piece, Mr Bolchover demolishes these precepts.

Excessive pay, he argues, is not only unjust but harmful. In particular, it sends out the
perverse message that riches come more easily, and more certainly, to those who are skilled
at playing workplace politics, rather than to those who work hard and genuinely achieve.
Hence the ambitious are inevitably attracted to the parasitic world of financial services, rather
than following the path of his true heroes—the entrepreneurs.
His argument draws on analogies with sports and entertainment stars—“real talent” whose
abilities are laid bare by the simple fact of their very clear, and very measurable
performances. His obsession with sports talent, in particular, can become somewhat tiring—
one can almost smell the testosterone. Still, each to his own: ballet dancers would make an
odd foil for corporate machismo. And the analogy with entrepreneurship is well-drawn.

Stan O'Neal, lucky fellow
Not that he is denying the existence of talented financial executives. It is just that talent
(except, perhaps, for office politics) is unnecessary. Luck, he argues, plays a far more
important role, as in the case of Stan O’Neal, late of Merrill Lynch: “He just happened to be
the incumbent, the head of a company that was performing, more or less, as it would have
done with a different leader…He was not a hero, and he was not a dunce. He was just there.”
In his scorn for “talent” in financial-services management, Mr Bolchover is occasionally too
dismissive of the qualities required to be a good manager. His belief, for example, that the
existence of many top managers who have been promoted from within their companies is
proof of his thesis (the implication being that their rises have come via time-serving rather
than proving themselves in the marketplace) is wide of the mark. After all, sometimes
outsiders who have come in at the top, and failed to understand a particular corporate
culture, have done untold harm. And he perhaps overstates his attack on the “talent ideology”
by dressing it up as a conspiracy. True, there are many vested interests out there, and using
talent as an excuse for excess is a worthy balloon to puncture. But the failure of regulation
that allowed such a situation to balloon in the first place must never be forgotten.
These are small quibbles. “Pay Check” is a bold and impassioned book, rich in wry humour,
thoughtfully argued throughout, with a thesis usually well backed with data and examples—
although it occasionally relies a little too much on assertion. In making his case for “the myth
of talent as a smokescreen for corporate plunder”, Mr Bolchover almost achieves the
impossible—making one feel a little sorry for the benighted CEOs that he lobs his bombs at.
But his argument that such parasitism is a force for wide-ranging economic malignity is highly
persuasive and, if not the whole picture, at least the starting-point for a worthy and
necessary discussion about the nature of “talent”. If this was his ambition, he has certainly
achieved it.
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A Home Run of a Smash Against CEO Excess
David Bolchover, Pay Check: Are Top Earners Really Worth It? Coptic Publishing,
2010. 150 pp.
David Bolchover, a widely published business writer, likes sports. He follows sports all over the world. He can
wax knowledgeably about American football, European soccer, and Indian cricket.
Bolchover puts all this expertise to good and witty use in this spirited new book, an engaging attack on the
enormous treasure that has, for three decades now, been cascading into corporate executive pockets.
What has sports to do with these lavish rewards? Maybe everything. The case for our CEO pay status quo, as
Bolchover rather convincingly details, rests on the assumption that top executives, just like sports stars, possess
an irreplaceably rare talent that enterprises must reward prodigiously — or face sure doom.
The best way to shatter the sheer nonsense of this “talent” defense? We need only compare our corporate world
with the world of sports.
In sports, we can readily rate individual performance and how well that performance contributes to team success. In large companies, by
contrast, we face “the near-impossibility of measuring individual contribution.” A firm, Bolchover notes, may perform well “despite its
leadership, not because of it.”
This contrast between sports and business, Pay Check suggests, can help explain why we never hear sports figures make the case that they
“deserve what they earn because they need to be properly motivated, or because they work exceptionally hard, or because they work under
pressure, or because their reputation is at constant risk.”
CEOs, on the other hand, regurgitate arguments like these on a quite regular basis. Why don’t sports stars? They don’t suffer, says Bolchover,
“from the same deep-seated insecurity borne out of a lack of clear measurability of personal value.” Sports stars simply have no need for
"tortured justifications.” Unlike CEOs, they have talents “both clearly valuable and extremely difficult to replace.”
Bolchover gets at the same point with a fascinating discussion of Faking It, a popular British TV show now broadcast worldwide. In Faking It,
the show’s producers take a volunteer from one walk of life, give that volunteer a four-week crash course in another field, and then have the
volunteer compete against three veterans from that new field before a panel of expert judges.
These judges are supposed to identify which of the four competitors is “faking it.” But, sure enough, they routinely fail. Bolchover, building on
this history, asks us to imagine a Faking It-style exercise with sports stars and CEOs.
“If a fit, very tall, young man who played some basketball in his spare time was asked to play for the Los Angeles Lakers,” the author asks, “do
you think he would be more or less able to ‘fake it’ once he stepped onto the basketball court than would an intelligent, well-educated, 52-yearold white male asked to perform the role of a chief executive?”
Similar insightful — and delightful — analogies appear throughout the pages of Pay Check. Bolchover takes on, at one point, the financial
industry claim that “rain-making” bankers who have brought in $20 million in new business surely deserve at least a few million of those dollars
in bonus.
“What does ‘brought in’ mean?” Bolchover wonders. “Can we attribute that revenue specifically to one person? Would that banker have
‘brought in’ $20 million of revenue if he had been working on his own, or for a company relatively unknown in the marketplace?”
And since when, Pay Check adds, do we pay people more money because they deal with great sums of money?
“Nobody seems to be suggesting,” Bolchover quips, “that cashiers in high street banks get paid large amounts of money because they handle it
all day, or that successful shoe salesmen get given a mountain of shoes.”
Bolchover’s antennae, unfortunately, fail him on questions broader than the reasonableness of executive pay. He remains convinced that some
people — sports stars and especially entrepreneurs who start their own companies — truly do deserve to become “extremely rich.” Their riches,
he believes, can even be “very healthy” for a society. All evidence, of course, points to the exact opposite.
Bolchover quite rightfully dubs corporate executive pay “an elaborately constructed theft, the results of which are hugely damaging to society as
a whole.” But we can say, and should say, the same for all grand concentrations of private wealth, in sports or anywhere else.
So take this book with a grain of salt. You don’t have to swallow it whole. Just learn from — and enjoy — the delicious demolition of corporate
executive pay you’ll find in these pages.
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The Times (January 21st, 2010)
Do bankers' bonuses really work?
As banks prepare to pay out their annual bonuses, we look at what some see as the unacceptable
face of capitalism
Sathnam Sanghera
This is a lesson that David Bolchover, a former City insurance broker who has written a new book
called Paycheck: Are Top Earners Really Worth It? says the City should absorb. “In almost 15
years as CEO of Lehman Brothers before the company went bust, Richard Fuld took home almost
$500 million,” he says.
“In contrast, the head of the world’s largest bank, in China, which remained highly profitable
through the financial crisis in 2008, earned less than $250,000 that year. What is so special about
Western bank chiefs to justify such exorbitant salaries? Nothing.”

The Daily Mail (January 26th 2010)
Goldman Sachs 'exercises restraint' by capping pay and bonuses at £1million
Becky Barrow and James Chapman
David Bolchover, 43, a former City worker and author of the new book Pay Check: Are Top
Earners Really Worth It?, dismissed the claims. He said: 'It just proves how out of touch they are
with reality when they use the word 'restraint' in the context of £1million.'
For most people, the partners' pay packages are still astonishing.
Someone who works from the age of 18 to 65 earning Britain's average salary, currently around
£24,200, would make a total of £1.4million before tax.
The bank has around 400 partners, and they are all paid the same basic salary of around
£370,000. Despite the cap, this still means they can get a maximum bonus of £630,000, a sum
which is modest only in the world of banking.
The JC (March 11th 2010)
http://www.thejc.com/node/29259
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Talent Myth Merits Little Currency in Business
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Rooney deserves higher pay than fund managers
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Value is ignored in decisions about pay Business and Leadership (March 24th 2010)
The talent myth

http://www.businessandleadership.com/news/article/21078/leadership/the-talent-myth
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The Guardian (Feb 25th 2010)
Comment is Free
Why bankers aren't Cristiano Ronaldo: Exorbitant bonuses won't go away until the principal
justification for them, rare 'talent', is exposed as the sham it really is. Comments (216)
Oped by David Bolchover
http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2010/feb/25/bankers-bonuses-talent-argument
HUFFINGTON POST (March 28th 2010)
WHY HIGH PAY IS BAD FOR CAPITALISM
Oped by David Bolchover
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/david-bolchover/why-high-pay-is-bad-for-c_b_516385.html
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Blankfein's bonus
Anyone wondering what to make of Lloyd Blankfein's huge bonus, might find a new book - out later
this month - worth reading.
The author of Pay Check, the always interesting David Bolchover, argues that large salaries are
often the result of what he calls the "talent myth".
The main justification for high pay is the extraordinary ability of those being remunerated. A few
top football players are paid vast salaries because every sports fan wants to watch them and no
one wants to watch someone who isn't quite as good as them.
Is this true of finance as well?
Bolchover very much doubts it, and so do I.
Banking friends of mine say that if staff are not worth a particular wage, they would not be paid it.
But this suggests that employers cannot make systematic pricing errors across an industry.
And we know, after the banking crisis, that that isn't true.
Posted by Daniel Finkelstein on February 01, 2010

The myth of 'talent'
Jan 26, 2010

Merryn Somerset Webb

I'm reading a great little book by David Bolchover. It's called Pay Check and asks the simple question "Are top earners
really worth it?"
No, it didn't take me long to come up with the answer either.
But the interesting thing here is not that they aren't worth it. It's why they think they are, and how they get away with
their ludicrously large paycheques when we all know they aren't. It all comes down to the "talent myth," says
Bolchover.
Consider the case of Lionel Messi (a very good Argentinian football player, apparently). His individual performance
and impact are very measurable: we know how many goals he scores and how many he helps to score. We can see his
skill in action. So we know he is a rare talent and that if his current club doesn't pay him a fortune, someone else will.
According to the theory, the same is true of top CEOs: they have a rare talent and must therefore be paid a fortune –
531 times the average blue collar worker's pay in the US at the moment.
But there's a problem here. We can't measure a CEO's talent as we can that of Mr Messi. We can't know if any one
CEO has a rare talent - or any talent at all. Every big company has tens of thousands of employees contributing to
success or failure. Indeed, many companies perform well despite poor leadership, helped along by buoyant economies,
market positions put in place by predecessors, or excellent middle managers.
The fact that we can't measure this talent doesn't mean it doesn't ever exist. But it does make the case much harder to
prove. It seems very, very likely that there are actually a substantial number of people knocking about just as capable
of doing each CEO's job as the CEO in place.
But if that's the case, then what's going on with the paycheques? The truth, says Bolschover, is that senior executives
have made use of the difficulties of measuring corporate performance "to further their own financial agenda,"
constructing and "jealously guarding" an ideology of talent that allows them to keep getting grossly overpaid.
This is irritating. But it is also dangerous. It makes the rest of us angry, particularly in hard times. It stifles
entrepreneurship – why take risks when you can get rich without doing so? And it encourages the culture of
entitlement: to make us do things that cost us effort we need to see entrepreneurs, not corporate big wigs, buying new
yachts.
But there's another problem too. Our tolerance of the talent myth is costing us all money every day. It is costing us as
shareholders. Every penny paid to an over-egoed top man and his team is a penny that isn't paid into our dividends.
But it also costs us as taxpayers, thanks to the fact that the talent myth has spilled over into the public sector. How
often have you heard councils justify paying their heads £200k on the basis that if they didn't, said council head would
defect to the private sector and take his special talents with him - when it is perfectly obvious to all outsiders not only
that he couldn't but he wouldn't.
He couldn't because he doesn't have any special talents, and because he wouldn't be an insider in the private sector – it
is hard to jump bandwagons. And he wouldn't because he knows that. Yet every time we fall for the idea that he might
go, and every time we tolerate his salary and perks, we bump up our own tax payments.
There is much to be done this decade to make life start feeling vaguely fair again. But shareholders and taxpayers can
make a good start in 2010 by starting to refuse to pay up for the beneficiaries of the talent myth, who are getting rich at
their expense.
Lynda Gratton (The Future of Work/London Business School)
January 2010
http://lyndagrattonfutureofwork.typepad.com/lynda-gratton-future-of-work/2010/01/index.html

It’s contested because it is deeply embedded within the norms, values and power base of the company and
as such is not amenable to easy conversion. So what to do about the contested? I’d make three
suggestions. First, take a dispassionate view of the subject. For example, David Bolchover’s recent book
‘Pay Check: are top earners really worth it’ is a no holds barred description of the data around executive
pay and is a must read for anyone interested in the topic.

February 3rd 2010
http://lyndagrattonfutureofwork.typepad.com/lynda-gratton-future-of-work/2010/03/who-gets-paid-what.html

